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Abstract

Today's public switched telephone networks (PSTN) are being upgraded to use digital
transmission and switching. The main disadvantage of digital transmission is the higher
bandwidth required. To alleviate this problem, much research has been devoted to the
compression of digitized voice signals. With the recent growth of the Internet and the
proliferation of modems and fax machines, non-voice traffic on the PSTN has increased
dramatically. One problem with voiceband data traffic over a digital PSTN is the
seemingly inefficient use of bandwidth. Consider that a 28.8 kbit/s v.34 modem requires
a 64 kbit/s PCM voice channel for transmission. Another problem is that voice
compression techniques tend to have adverse effects on non-voice signals such as

modems and faxes. Only recently has the area of voiceband data signal compression
been explored.

Literature search has turned up a small amount of research in the area of effects of voice
compression systems on voiceband data signals but very little research in the area of
actual compression of voiceband data signals. The most comprehensive works seems to
have been done at the University of Salt Lake City in the late 1980s. They examined the

use of Vector Quantization for compression of voiceband data (modem) signals. They
only examined modem signals up to 4800bit/s. Since the time of their research modem
speeds have increased to 28.8kbit/s and above. There is also one commercial company
that offers a system that will demodulate modem signals, transmit the digital information
over the telephone network and remodulate it at the other end. Their current system is
capable of demodulating a 14.4kbit/s modem signal, transmitting it over a 16kbit/s
channel and remodulating it at the other end.

This thesis experimentally examines whether or not it is possible to significantly
compress digitized modem signals that are transmitted over the public telephone network
in order to save bandwidth. The use of lossless compression schemes such as dictionary
(Ziv-Lempel) and statistical (arithmetic and Huffman) compression were examined.
These coders are able to reduce the bandwidth required for digitized modem signals by
57o to 257o. However, lossless coders have a variable bit-rate output and would be

difficult to integrate into the public telephone network since it uses fixed bit-rate
channels.

The basic conclusion from this thesis is that any attempt to compress modem signals
would require many resources and excessive time to implement. A better solution is to
adopt a completely digital network end-to-end. This is already happening with the move
to ISDN and other digital transmission standards. While further research in this area may
be of some academic interest, it appears to have little practical value for industry.
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Chapter 1 : lntroduction

1 .1 Purpose

Today's public switched telephone networks (PSTN) are being upgraded to use digital
transmission and switching. In some cases, as in North America, the PSTN is almost
cornpletely digital. The transmission of digital signals has many advantages over analog
transmission. For example, digital transmission provides protection from channel noise
and distortion through error correction and signal regeneration. Another advantage of
digital transmission is the commonality of digital signals compared to analog signals.
Transmission of analog audio, video, and modem signals require different types of
analog circuitry. The conversion of these signals to digital form means that they can be
transmitted with the same equipment. The main disadvantage of digital transmission is
the higher bandwidth required. As an example, a pair of coaxial cables is capable of
carrying 13,200 simultaneous analog telephone conversations but only 4096
simultaneous digital telephone conversations. The use of digital transmission is not
restricted to the PSTN. Digital transmission is finding its way into almost every
communication system, including cellular telephone systems, satellite broadcast systems,
and military transmission systems.

To alleviate the problem of higher bandwidth, there has been much research recently into
the compression of digitized analog signals. Most of this research has focused on voice
traffic. With the proliferation of modems and faxes, today's PSTN is carrying an

increasing amount of non-voice traffic. One problem with voiceband data traffic over a
digital PSTN is the seemingly inefficient use of bandwidth. Consider that a 28,800 bit/s
modem requires a 64 kbit/s Pulse Code Modulated (PCM) voice channel for
transmission. Figure 1 shows the stages of the transmission of a modem signal over the
PSTN.
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Until recently, there has been iittle research on the compression of voiceband data
signals. The most comprehensive work of this kind appears to have been done by
researchers at the University of Utah in Salt Lake City. They have produced three Ph.D.
theses and several papers on the topic of vector quantization of voiceband data signals.
There have also been many papers published on the effects on voice compression
techniques on non-voice signals including voiceband data signals.

1.2 Scope

This thesis examines the use of iossless compression techniques on voiceband audio and
modem signals transmitted over the PSTN. Experiments on the performance of standard
lossless compression algorithms such as Ziv-Lempel dictionary compressors and
statistical compressors on a dataset of digitized modem signals are conducted. An
analysis of the performance of these algorithms will be used to determine the suitability
of their use in the public telephone network.

Chapter 2 wLLl briefly review analog versus digital signals and digital data compression.
Highlights of the literature review of relevant research work pertaining to voiceband data
compression are shown as well as commercial systems available.

Chapter 3 will briefly review the lossless compression aigorithms used to compress the
digitized modem signals. The two categories of lossless compressors, statistical and
dictionary compressors are discussed. The variants used for the compression tests are
also presented and discussed.

Chapter 4 presents the digitized modem signal dataset used for the compression tests.
The results of the lossless compression algorithms on this dataset are discussed. The
statistical information gathered on the dataset from the compression algorithms is also
presented.

Chapter 5 will analyze the performance of the lossless compression algorithms and
discuss the suitability of using these algorithms in the public telephone network.

Chapter 6 consists of recommendations and conclusions reached in this thesis.
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Chapter 2: Digital Communications and
Compression

2.1 Digital Communications

Four categories can be defined for communications given both analog and digital
information sources and transmission/storage methods being available:

1. Analog Data Signal - Analog Transmission/Storage
2. Analog Data Signal - Digital Transmission/Storage
3. Digital Data Signal - Analog Transmission/Storage
4. Digital Data Signal - Digital Transmission/Storage

Method 1 involves converting analog data signals to other forms of analog signals
suitable for transmission or storage. This may require the use of modulation techniques
such as amplitude modulation (AM) or frequency modulation (FM). These methods are

commonly used for analog radio transmissions, audio cassettes, and vinyl records.

Method 2 involves converting analog signals to a digital form suitable for transmission or
storage. The analog data signals are usually audio signals such as speech, music or
video. Digital sampling and encoding are used to convert the analog signal into digital
form. This can range for simple systems such as pulse code modulation (PCM) to more
complex techniques such as delayed decision coding and transform coding.

Method 3 involves converting digital data signal into an analog form suitable for
transmission or storage. This method is commonly used to store digital information onto
computer disks or tapes and in communications between digital equipment over analog

links such as the public telephone network, microwave, or satellite links. Digital signal
modulation converts a digital bit stream into an analog signal suitable for transmission or
storage. Digital signal demodulation performs the reverse operation of taking the analog

signal and converting it back to a digital signal.

Method 4 involves converting digital information into a form suitable for digital
transmission or storage. The digital signal used for transmission or storage is actually an

analog signal that is directly proportional to the digital data signal. This is typically used

for communications at the microchip and circuit board level. Examples include
communications lines between microchips on a motherboard, or communications
between two boards over a serial or parallel link. The transmission methods are fairly
simple. For example, return-to-zero (RZ) encoding uses a +1 signal amplitude to
represent a 1 bit and a 0 signal amplitude to represent a 0 bit. If necessary, slightly more
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complicated methods can be used such as bipolar return-to-zero or Manchester coding.
The main advantage to using digital signaling is that it is simple and has a low
implementation cost. The main disadvantage is that it is not bandwidth efficient
compared to method 3, typically allowing only a few bits to be transmitted per Hertz.

For the purposes of this thesis, we are only interested in method 2 and method 3. Method
3 is used by modems to allow computers to communicate over the public telephone
network. Method 2 is used internally by the public telephone network to convert analog
telephone signals using pulse code modulation to digitar signars.

For more information on digital communications see: [opsc89] [strem90].

2.1.1 Analog lnformation to Diqital Siqnals

In the 1950s, digital computers began to be used to simulate analog signal processing
systems. This allowed designers to test and improve their analog systems before
construction. As computer processing power increased, it became feasible to implement
signal processing systems using digital computers. The advantage to using digital
computers to work with analog signals was that common hardware could be used for
signal transmission, storage and processing tasks. Different software algorithms wouid
be run on the computer depending on the task.

In mathematical terms, an analog signal is a continuous signal in both time and amplitude
while a digital signal is a discrete signal in both time and amplitude. Sampling is used to
convefi a continuous signal into a discrete time signal. The process of sampling can be
described as follows:

xlnl=x"(nT), -oo< n<æ

,={rl"]}, -æ( n<æ

Given a continuous time fuction x,(t), a discrete time version of this signal is represented
by a sequence of numbers x where the n'n number is denoted by x[n]. Each x[n] value is
derived from the analog signal x sampled at time nT. Z is the sampling period and n is
the same r¿ as the x1n/ sequence.

Under certain conditions both the continuous time and discrete time signals are
equivalent. This condition is described by the sampling theorem. The sampling theorem
states that the entire information content of a bandlimited continuous time signal can be
recorded by sampiing it at the rate { equal to twice the maximum frequency of the
continuous time signal {. The sampling frequency F, is also known aÀ the Nyquist
critical frequency. This is expressed mathematically as:

Frnr,¡rl" = 2Fr¡gnot
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For simple analog to digital systems such as pulse code modulation (PCM), the digital
sample is encoded using a linear (a-law) or logarithmic (p-law) scale and is then ready

for transmission or storage. This encoding process is called quantization. More
complicated scheme such as delayed decision coders and transform coders use more
sophisticated techniques to encode the digital samples. These advanced schemes are used

to reduce the bandwidth and storage requirements required by the digital signal. For
example a 4kHz bandlimited analog audio signal sampled at 8-bits SkHz using PCM
generates a bit stream at 64kbit/s. This bit stream would require an analog

communications bandwidth of 64kþIz for transmission using a simple digital binary
signaling system. Using a delayed decision coder (such as vector quantization) to encode

the digital bit stream, the bit rate could be reduced from 64 kbit/s to 16kbit/s. This would
then require a communications bandwidth of l6kHz to transmit.

For more information on digital signal processing see: [OpSc89] UaNo84l.

2.1.2 Diqital lnformation to Analoq Siqnals

Modulation is commonly used to transmit information over long distances. It involves
encoding an input electrical signal (which could be analog or digital) on to a carrier wave

suitable for transmission or storage. Modulation was first used in radio transmissions for
transmitting audio signals such as speech and music. Later, modulation was used in
telephone networks to carry multiple telephone conversations on a single telephone line
using frequency division multiplexing. With the advent of digital computers, modulation
was used to transmit digital information over analog transmission facilities.

Modem stands for Modulator/Demodulator. The word "modem" is commonly used to

describe a device used to transmit and receive digital information over analog

communications facilities such as the public telephone network, satellite or microwave
links. In its simplest form a modem takes a binary bit stream and uses it to modulate a

carrier wave that is suitable for transmission over the analog link. It is also capable of
the reverse operation of taking a modulated carrier wave received over an analog link and

extracting a digital bit stream from it.

A sine-wave carrier is a common signal used for modulation. Three parameters can be

modulated: amplitude, frequency, and phase. These three modulation methods are

referred to as amplitude modulation, frequency modulation, and phase modulation,
respectively. When these modulation methods are used for digital signals they are

sometimes referred to as amplitude-shift keying (ASK), frequency-shift keying (FSK),
and phase-shift keying (PSK).

The first modems used over the telephone network used a simple FSK modulation
scheme to transmit a digitat stream at 50 to 300 bits/s. More sophisticated PSK
modulation schemes were then developed to transmit digital streams up to 4800 bit/s.

Today's modem used a combination of a modulation methods called quadrature
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amplitude modulation (QAM) or amplitude-phase keying (APK) to rransmit digital
streams at up to 33,600 bits/s.

A
AS:

general sinusoidal-wave carrier modulation scheme can be described mathematically

0(r) = rz(r)cos(e(r)) where e(r)= a¡ +y(t)

In amplitude modulation the amplitude of the carrier a(t) is varied with time in
proportion to the input signal. Phase and frequency modulation are very closely related.
In phase modulation the phase angle, 7(t), is varied with the input signal. In frequency
moduiation the instantaneous frequency @,=d)/dt is modulated with the input signal.

ASK systems are the simplest to construct. 'When on-off keying is used, there is no
power transmitted when there is no data to transmit. The main disadvantage of ASK is
that for a given bit error probability, ASK requires the most power of any digital
modulation scheme. FSK systems are generally more complex than ASK. FSK requires
less power than ASK for a given bit error probability but is worse than pSK. pSK
systems are generally more complex than FSK. PSK offers the best bit error probability
with the lowest required power.

Variations on these 3 basic modulation schemes include:

Coherent (synchronous) vs. Noncoherent detection
Differential vs. Nondifferential coding
M-ary (multi-level) modulation

Each of the various modulation schemes have advantages and disadvantages in terms of
efficient use of bandwidth and performance in the presence of distortion. FSK, BPSK,
DPSK, OQPSK, and MSK perform well in the presence of saturation-type nonlinearities.
OOK and BPSK perform well with delay distortion. FSK performs well with quadratic-
type distortion. OOK and coherent biorthogonal systems perform well in the presence of
fading. In terms of bandwidth efficiency APIIQAM and M-ary PSK systems offer the
best bits per Hertz performance.

The modem signals that we are primarily interested in are the APIIQAM type signals.
These modulation schemes are the most commonly used for modems operating over the
public switched telephone network.

For more information on modems see: [Mart90] [Strem9O].

a

a

a
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2.2 Digital Data Compression

Digital transmission and storage generally requires more bandwidth than the analog
equivalent. In an attempt to solve this problem, a branch of mathematics called
Information Theory was developed in the late 1940s by Claude Shannon working at Bell
Labs. This branch of mathematics deals with storing and communicating messages.

Digital data compression is derived from this since it is concerned with reducing the
amount of redundancy in a message. Redundant information in a message requires extra
bits to encode. If the redundant information can be eliminated then the size of the
message can be reduced.

Digital data compression works by taking a stream of input symbols and transforming
them into a set of codes based on a model of the input symbols. The model is a set of
rules and data used to assign codes to the input symbols. Data compression techniques
can be broken down into two general categories:

Lossless Compression
Lossy Compression

Lossless compression attempts to uses a model of the input symbols to encode them
using fewer bits. The advantage of lossless compression is that the process is reversible.
The entire input symbol set can be recovered from the codes emitted by the lossless

compressor. The disadvantage of lossless compression is that it only provides a modest

reduction in bandwidth, typically from 2:1 to 10:1. Lossless compression is useful for
computer text files, object/executable files, and data files where the loss of any

information through the compression process would be unacceptable.

Lossy compression also uses a model of the input symbols to encode them using fewer
bits. In addition to this lossy compression uses the model to determine what information
in the input symbol stream can be thrown away. The advantage of lossy compression is
that it can provide a tremendous reduction in the bandwidth, typically from 10:1 to
100:1. The disadvantage of lossy compression is that the process is irreversible. The
output of a lossy compressor can be used to reconstruct an approximation of the input
symbols but is unable to reproduce the input symbols exactly. Lossy compression is
usually used for digitized analog signals such as voice and video.

2.3 Literature Review

Human speech is well approximated by a signal which is bandlimited to frequencies
below 4000H2. Since the public telephone network was designed primarily to carry
speech, its transmission channels are bandlimited to these frequencies to save bandwidth.
The term "voiceband" will be used throughout this thesis to denote those audio signals

that have been bandlimited for transmission over the telephone network.

a

a
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This section will summarize past research in the area of voiceband data compression and
resulting signal performance. Most of this research has concentrated on the use of lossy
compression.

2.3.1 Differential Pulse Code Modulation

One of the first papers published in the area of voiceband data compression was
"Differential PCM for Speech and Data Signals" by J. B. O'Neal and R. W. Stroh in I9l2
[ONSI72]. This paper focused on how differential PCM systems, designed primarily for
speech, performed with differential-phase modulation, single sideband and partial
response data signals operating between 1200 and 9600 bit/s.

Table 1 summarizes their basic results. The numbers in the table indicate the signal-to-
noise ratio improvement (SNI) in dB of a DPCM system over a PCM system. The table
shows the SNI for a 3-tap DPCM system optimized for certain signal types when other
signal types are applied. All the input signals were sampled at gkHz, gbits.

Input Signal -+
DPCM Optimized

for signal J

Speech Raised
Cosine

Sine
Spectrum

(Partial
Resoonse)

2400bps

Quad.
Phase

Modulation

9600bps
partial

response

Speech Lt.41 -3.44 -3.18 -2.82 -7.00
Raised Cosine -r.33 4.41 3.22 4.35 -0.54
Sine Spectrum

(Partial Resoonse)
0.32 4.25 3.39 4.33 -0.61

2400bps Quad.
Phase Modulation

-0.87 4.33 3.29 4.44 -0.13

9600bps partial
response

-0.10 2.19 r.72 2.00 0.65

Table I

Input Signal -+
Compromise

Predictor J

Speech Raised
Cosine

Sine
Specúum

(Partial
Response)

2400bps

Quad.
Phase

Modulation

9600bps
partial

response

Case 1 5.06 2.78 2.39 3.08 -2.42
Case 2 3.50 3.51 2.92 3.65 r.l7
Case 3 7.80 0.79 0.80 1.33 -3.64
Case 4 8.75 0.02 0.t2 0.60 -4.t0

Table 2
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Table 1 shows that a DPCM system optimized for a particular input signal will generally
improve the SNI when that particular signal is applied. For example, a speech optimized
DPCM system gives an 11.41d8 improvement over PCM and a 2400btt/s optimized
DPCM system gives a 4.44d8 improvement over PCM. Negative numbers indicate a
degradation in performance. For example, the speech optimized DPCM system has

worse performance for ail input signals other than speech.

O'Neal and Stroh go on to design four different compromise 3-tap DPCM systems for
both speech and data signals. These results appeæ in Table 2. Case 1 involves designing
a DPCM system optimized for 507o speech input and 50Vo data inputs. The case 2
DPCM system attempts to equalize the SNI factor for all signals. Case 3 attempts to
make the SNI of both speech and data signals less than the maximum SNI possible for
either. Case 4 improves the SNI of speech while keeping the SNI for data signals at an

acceptable minimum value. One fact made clear by this study was that 3-tap DPCM
systems offer little advantage over PCM for 9600bit/s partial response data signals even

if a DPCM system was designed for that particular signal.

In 1990 the ITU published recommendation G.126 - "40,32,24, 16 kbits/s Adaptive
Differential Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCM)". [ITU90] This recommendation states

that 3zkbit/s ADPCM links should give acceptable performance to modems not
exceeding 2400 bit/s and should also accommodate 4800 bit/s signals with additional
degradation over 64 kbit/s PCM. The recommendation also defines that 40 kbit/s
ADPCM should give acceptable performance for modem signals not exceeding 12 kbils.

2.3.2 Delta Modulation of Data Siqnals

An important class of DPCM systems is delta modulation systems, also known as 1-bit or
2-level DPCM. Two studies that discussed the performance of voiceband data signals

over delta modulated channels were O'Neal in I9l4 [ONea74] and May, Zarcone, and

Ozone in 1915 lMZOls\ Both papers came to similar conclusions regarding the

performance of data signals over delta modulated channels. O'Neal examined the

performance of five different modulation schemes: 1200 and 2400 bit/s phase modulation
(PM), 4800 and 9600 partial response (PR), and 4800 single sideband (SSB). The SSB

and PM signals employed raised cosine spectra while the PR signals employed sine

spectra. The delta modulation system used had single integration with a perfect

integrator in the feedback loop. The results of this paper indicated that a delta

modulation channel equivalent to 16 kbils could not successfully transmit any of the test

signals. A 32 kbit/s equivalent channel was capable of transmitting the 1200 bit/s PM
signal successfully and was marginal for the 2400bit/s PM signal. A 96 kbit/s equivalent

channel was capable of transmitting all test signals successfully. A 68 kbit/s equivalent
channel was required for meeting the noise requirements for C-type conditioned lines.

The results for the May, Zarcone, and Ozone paper were
signals used: 1200 bit/s frequency modulation (FM),2400
4800 bit/s amplitude-phase modulation (APM), 4800 bit/s
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modulation with vestigial side band (AMVSB). They found that the performance of a 64
kbit/s delta modulation channel was better than or at least equivalent to a 64 kbils pCM
channel when both were subjected to transmission errors.

2.3.3 Low Delav Code-Excited Linear prediction

In 1993, S. Dimolitsas and F. L. Corcoran published work on non-voice performance of
the 16 kbils Low Delay Code-Excited Linear Prediction (LD-CELP) algorithm
[DiCo93], [Dimo93]. This study examined the effects of the ITU srandard 16 kbit/s LD-
CELP algorithm for speech compression (Recommendation G.728) on non-voice signals
including voiceband data signals.

The voiceband data signals examined in this paper were v.2I (300bit/s), v.Z2 (1200
bit/s), v.2zbis (2400 bit/s), v.23 (1200 bit/s), and,v.2Jter (2400 bils). The 16 kbils LD-
CELP algorithm can be operated in two modes: voice and data. The voice mode is used
for both voice and in-band network signals while the data mode is only used for
voiceband data signals. The results of the paper were obtained using the LD-CELp data
mode, and show that 16 kbit/s LD-CELP offers acceptable performance for voiceband
data signals at2400 bils or lower.

2.3.4 Vector Quantization

The University of Utah Department of Electrical Engineering did a considerable amount
of work in the area of data rate compression of voiceband data signals in the late i980s.
Several Ph.D. theses and papers were produced between 1985 and i990 on this subject.
The researchers at the University of Utah concentrated on developing algorithms for the
vector quantization of voiceband data signals.

In i985, D. O. Anderton produced his Ph.D. thesis "Vector Quantization of Voiceband
Data Signals" [Ande85]. In his research, he developed what was called the adaptive
baseband codebook vector quantizer (ABCVQ) for voiceband data signals. The test
signals examined were: continuous phase frequency shift keying (CFSK), frequency
shift keying (FSK), coherent binary phase shift keying (CBPSK), differential binary
phase shift keying (DBPSK), differential quad phase shift keying (DepsK), and
differential octal phase shift keying (DOPSK). These signals ranged in data rate from
300 to 4800 bils.

The ABCVQ employed four parallel baseband template codebooks and one phase
codebook to encode its input signal (See Figure 2). Codebook I applied to CFSK and
CBPSK, codebook 2 to DBPSK, codebook 3 to DepsK, and codebook 4 to DepsK.
The ABCVQ used a product search algorithm to select the template/phase vectors that
best represented the input signal, converted it to passband and used ihis to encode the
input signal. The centre frequency and power variance estimates were also encoded.
The ABCVQ decoder simply used the frequency and power estimates to reconstruct the
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passband codebooks and selected
ABCVQ successfully encoded all
SkHz) with an output data rate of

the encoded vector transmitted by
the test signals originally at 64kbils
16.172 kbit/s.

the encoder. The
(sampled at 8-bits,

Vector Buffer

Figure 2

In D. S. Richards' 1988 Ph.D. thesis, "Baseband Template-Phase Vector Quantization of
Voiceband Data Signals" [Rich88], he improves upon the ABCVQ by examining baud

transition patterns, multi-stage vector quantization and finite-state vector quantization.
Using the same test signals as Anderton, Richards developed a finite-state baseband
template-phase vector quantizer (FS-BTPVQ) that successfully encoded the test signals

with a total data rate between 10.028 to 13.216 kbit/s. The main disadvantage to the FS-
BTPVQ was that it was sensitive to noise in the input signal.

T. D. Tran took a different approach in his 1987 Ph.D. thesis entitled "Data Compression
of Bauded Signals using the Baseband Residual Vector Quantization Algorithm"

[Tran87]. The baseband residual vector quantizer (BRVQ) converted a passband input
signal to baseband and vector quantized the magnitude and phase residuals. Using the

same test signals as Anderton, the BRVQ system successfully encoded the test signals

with a total data rate between 11.3 to 16.5 kbit/s. The main advantage of the BRVQ
algorithm over ABCVQ was that it achieved comparable performance with one third the

complexity.

2.3.5 Commercial Compression Svstems

DSP Software Engineering of Bedford, MA has developed a system called Invsilink that
is designed to demodulate modem/fax signals, to transmit them digitally and then to re-
modulate them at the destination. Figure 3 shows a block diagram of where the

Invsilink system would fit into the telephone network. The system currently supports

G3 fax signals andv.22bislv.32bis modem signals. These signals are demodulated and

transmitted over a 16 kbils channel. Four of these signals can be multiplexed onto a 64

kbils voice channel (DSO).
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Lin, Kurtz, and McCarthy [LKM90] developed a low-rate encoder/decoder to transmit
voiceband modem signais over radio tinks. The system used a TMS32020 DSP chip and
had a total data rate of 14.5 kbils. It successfully transmitted Bell 103, Bell 2IZA, v.2I,
v.22, v.22bis, and v.26ter modem signals 99.87o error free with an RF link error rate
below i0-7.

2.3.6 Lossless Compression

There has been some research in the area of lossless compression of audio signals but
little if any in the area of lossiess compression of voiceband data signals. The main
reason there has been little work in this area is due to the fact that lossy compression
systems are able to take advantage of audio signal parameters and characteristics of
human hearing to achieve much higher compression ratios than lossless coders are able to
achieve. Work in the area of lossless compressors has focused on using them as a second
ievel of coders, for example, using Huffman coding on an ADPCM or vector quantized
bit stream. A more sophisticated lossless compression system using LZW with a
LRUILFU maintained codebook and arithmetic coding is presented in [ShHe94f for
encoding al btt ADPCM bit stream.

2.3.7 Hiqh Speed Modem Performance

With the recsnt interest in the internet and the increased use of modems, several general
US computer magazines studied the effects of digital voice compression systems on high
speed modems. PC Magazine reported a performance decrease between I\Vo to jOVo for
14'4 kbils v.32bis modems transmitting over 32 kbit/s ADPCM channels [Satc94]. In
another study, Byte Magazine showed that v.34 modems were only able to connect at
28.8 kbit/s and only under ideal line conditions [Vaug95]. The best performance of a
majority of v.34 modems tested was 26.8 kbils. The poor performance was attributed to
trunk components and switches that artificially limited bandwidth that v.34 modems
required to operate effectively rather than quality of copper in local loops. The Byte
Magazine study also sited voice compression systems as a growing problem for high
speed modems. Such systems could reduce modem performance to 9600 bps and lower.
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Chapter 3 : Review of Lossless Compression

3.1 Lossless Compression

This chapter reviews the different type of lossless compression algorithms. These

algorithms are applied in Chapter 4 to a dataset of digitized audio, modem and fax
signals and the performance between the alogrithms compared.

As was mentioned in Chapter 2, digital data compression works by taking a stream of
input symbols and transforming them into a set of codes based on a model of the input
symbols. The model used to encode the input symbol stream is perhaps the most
important part of any data compression system. The more accurate the model is in
representing the input symbols the fewer bits can be used to encode the input symbols.
Models can be either static (not changing with time) or adaptive (changing with time).

Static models have the advantages of being suited to a particular set of input symbols and

not having to update the model over time. The disadvantage of static models are that the

model must be built first by scanning the input symbols and the model must be

transmitted or stored with the encoded input symbols or it must be known beforehand by
both the compressor and decompressor. Another disadvantage of the static model is that
it is only suited to one particular set of input symbols. If a different set of input symbols
with different probabilities is used then the static model may not perform as well.

Adaptive models have the advantages of being able to adapt to changes in the

probabilities of the input symbols and of not having to transmit or store the model. The
disadvantage of adaptive models is that the model has to be constantly updated to reflect
the statistics of the input symbols. This is only a minor disadvantage compared to the

flexibility provided by adaptive models. For this reason most lossless compression
research in the past has concentrated on using adaptive models. This thesis will only
examine adaptive models.

Two categories of lossless compression algorithms were examined:

o Statistical Coders - Huffman and Arithmetic Coders
o Dictionary Coders -Ziv-Lempel Coders (L211 andLZTS)

Also examined were combination compressors that used dictionary coders that were
further encoded using a statistical coder. All lossless compression algorithms examined
here were adaptive. The C source code used for ali the compression algorithms were
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derived from [Nels92]. For more background information about lossless compression
see [BCW90].

3.2 Statistical Compress¡on

Statistical compression algorithms attempt to encode input symbols by modeling the
probability of their occurrence in the input symbol stream. More frequently appearing
input symbols are encoded using fewer bits. Less frequently appearing input symbols are
encoded using more bits. Two statistical compression algorithms were exploed in this
thesis:

. Adaptive Huffman compression

. Adaptive arithmetic compression

All the models used for the statistical compression algorithms presented in this thesis are
order 0 or context free models. This means that the probability of any given input
symbol is calculated based solely on the frequency of its appe arance and does not take
into account the input symbols that preceded it in the input symbol stream. Since the
statistical algorithms use an order 0 model, the only way they can compress the input
symbol stream is if the probabilities of the input symbols a¡e not equal (non-uniform
distribution).

3.2.1 Adaptive Huffman Alqorithm

Huffman compression, developed in the 1950s, was one of the first and probably the best
known compression algorithm [Huff52]. The original version of the Huffman algorithm
used a static model. Various adaptive versions were developed in the 1970s. The basic
ideas behind Huffman compression come from Shannon-Fano coding developed by C.
Shannon at Bell Labs and R. M. Fano at M.LT. in the late 1940s. Shannon-Fano coding
used a model based on the probability of occurrence of every input symbol in a given
message. Given these probabilities, a table of codes could be constructed with the
following properties:

. Codes are variable length with an integral number of bits

. Codes for low probability symbols use more bits

. Codes for high probability symbols use fewer bits

. Codes have a unique prefix attribute such that they can be decoded correctly

Both Shannon-Fano and Huffman algorithms store the codes in binary trees. The
difference between the two algorithms is the method used to build the tree. The
Shannon-Fano tree is built from the top down while the Huffman tree is built from the
bottom up. The two algorithms also differ in terms of the code size used to encode the
input symbols. In general, Shannon-Fano and Huffman coding are very ciose in
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performance but Huffman is always at least as efficient as Shannon-Fano and sometimes
is more efficient in coding the input symbols. For this reason Huffman became one of
the predominant methods of coding. Huffman also proved in his paper that there was no
way to improve the efficiency of coding using any other integral bit width coding
method.

Building the Huffman tree is a simple task. The following steps are used to build the
tree:

1. Find two free nodes with the lowest weights from the list of free nodes.
2. Create a parent node with a weight equal to the sum of the two child nodes.
3. Add the parent node to the list of free nodes and remove the two child nodes.
4. Assign one of the child nodes as 0 and the other as 1.

5. Repeat I to 4 until there is only one free node left. This node becomes the
root node.

Consider, for example, the following symbols and their occurrence frequency (weight):
A (3), B (2), C (1). The Huffman tree for these symbols is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4

The symbols would be assigned the following codes: A = 0, B = 10, and C = 11.

Although the Huffman algorithm is not suited for use in adaptive coding, it can be
convertedtouSeanadaptivemethod'Thisisdonebymodifyingthemethodinwhichthe
Huffman tree is built. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show biock diagrams for the Huffman
compression and decompression algorithms.
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Both the compressor and decompressor stafi off with the same model. The compressor
updates the model everytime an input symbol is encoded. The decompressor updátes the
model everytime a code is decoded. Both the compressor and decompressor will have
the same model at any given input symbol/code.

The UpdateModel procedure performs two functions. The first is to increment the
weight of the leaf node and all its parent nodes. The second is to ensure that the
Huffman tree obeys the sibling property. A tree exhibits the sibling property if the nodes
can be listed in order of increasing weight and if every node appears adjacent to its
sibling in the iist. This basically involves checking each node as its weight is updated. If
the weight is larger than the weight of a higher level node then the nodes are swapped.

Two other enhancements are used in the adaptive Huffman algorithm used for testing.
The first is rescaling the tree and the second is using escape codes.

The adaptive Huffman algorithm used assumes that integers are 16 bits long. The tree is
rescaled at regular intervals by dividing all the weights in half and rebuilding the tree.
This prevents any overflow of the 16 bit integers. A side effect of the rescaling process
is that it may help improve the compression efficiency. This is due to a decay effect, in
which the statistics of the current input symbols are a better measure of the probabitity
than older input symbols.

Rather than initializing the Huffman tree with all 256 (8 bit) input symbols equally
probable, escape codes are used instead. The Huffman tree starts out as a nearly empty
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tree with two symbols, the end of stream code and the escape code. When a new input
symbol is encountered by the compressor, it emits the escape code and then emits the

new input symbol. The new symbol is then added to the Huffman tree.

The algorithm used for this thesis was an unmodified version of the adaptive Huffman
compression algorithm shown in [Nels92].

3.2.2 Adaptive Arithmetic Alqorithm

Arithmetic compression was first developed in the late 1970s. It was similar in function
to Huffman but had some properties that allowed it to achieve superior compression
compared to Huffman. This was done by using non integral bit length code. The theory

behind arithmetic compression uses a single floating point number to replace a stream of
input symbols.

Consider the following message: BABCB. The symbol probabilities and their
cumulative range between 0 and 1 are shown in Table 3.

Svmbol Probabilitv Range
A U5 0.0 >= range > 0.2

B 3/s 0.2>= range > 0.8

C t/s 0.8 >= ranse > 1.0

Total r/1 1.0

Table 3

The C pseudo code listed below show the basic operations of the arithmetic compressor

and decompressor using a static model

Basic Arithmetic Compressor:
low = 0.0;
hígh - 1. 0;
whil-e ( (c = GetChar(input)) != END-OF-FILE)
t

range=high-lowi
high = low + range * HíghRange( c ) ;
low = low + range * LowRange( c ) ¡

]
output( Low )¡

Basic Arithmetic Decompressor:
nr¡mber = InputCode0;
for(;t)
t

symboL = FindsfrmboLBetweenRange( number );
PutChar( sfr¡nbol );
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rang'e = Higt¡Range( symbol ) - LowRange( sfrmbol_ )¡
nr¡¡nber = nu¡nber - LowRange( symbol_ )¡
nu¡nber = number / range¡

)

The arithmetic compression algorithm would code this message as follows:

Symbol Low Hish Range
lnitialize 0.0 1.0 1.0

B o.2 0.8 0.5
A 0.2 0.32 o.L2
B 0.224 o.296 o.072
C 0.28L6 0.296 0.0L44
B 0.28448 o.293L2

Output 0.28448

Table 4

The final value of 0.28448 would be used as the code for the message BABCB.

Encoding and decoding a series of floating point numbers may seem to be a complicated
task. In practice the floating point numbers can be approximated with 16 or 32 bit
integers. The actual algorithm used for this thesis utilized 16 bit integers, adaptive
modeling with no escapes codes, and arithmetic symboi table rescaling. All of the 256
input symbols are given an initial count of 1. Rescaling the arithmetic symbol table is
done for the same reason as rescaling the Huffman tree: namely, preventing overflow.
The number of bits used in the symbol table must be at least two less than the number of
bits in the high and low registers and the bits in the symbol table; also the bits in the high
or low registers must not exceed the bits used in arithmetic calculations during the coding
process. To meet these two restrictions the high and low registers are stored in 16 bit
integers and the arithmetic calculations are performed in 32bit integers. The use of 16
bit integers for the high and low registers means the maximum value of the frequency
count for any symbol in the symbol table is limited to 14 bits. That means the table must
be rescaled before the total count reaches 16383.

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show block diagrams for the adaptive arithmetic compression and
decompression algorithms.
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The algorithm used for this thesis was a modified version of the adaptive arithmetic
compression algorithm shown in [Nels92]. The modifications involved changing the
static order-0 arithmetic compressor into an adaptive order-O arithmetic compressor. For
a more detailed discussion on how the arithmetic compression algorithm works see

lwNC87l.

3.3 Dictionary Compress¡on

Most modern dictionary compression techniques can be traced back to the work done by
two Israeli researchers, Jacob Ziv and Abraham Lempel, in the late 1970s. Their work is
described in two papers in the IEEE Transactions on Information Theory. "A Universal
Algorithm for Sequential Data Compression" was published in 1917 and is known as

LZl7. lZlLe77l "Compression of Individual Sequences via Variable-Rate Coding" was
published in 1978 and is known as LZl8. lZtLeTSl This section will discuss how the
LZll and LZ78 algorithms work and which variants were used for testing our modem
dataset.

3.3.1 LZ78 Alqorithm

The output of LZ18 consists of a series of tokens that represent a given phrase and a
single character. Both the encoder and decoder start with nearly empty dictionaries. As
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each character is encoded or decoded, it is added to the dictionary. For any characters
that the encoder hasn't seen before, it outputs an empty phrase following the character.

A practical implementation of LZ78 did not appear until i984 when Terry Welch
published "A Technique for High-Performance Data Compression" in IEEE Computer.
[Welc84] The technique Welch used for the implementation of the Unix Compress
program is referred as LZW compression. The major difference between LZW and
LZ78 is that LZW only outputs phrases. This was accomplished by preloading the
phrase dictionary with single symbol phrases equal to the total number of symbols in the
alphabet.

Considerthefollowingphrase: ":-zw Lz.'lg Lzss L277". Using theLZW algorithm,
the phrase would be encoded as shown in Table 5.

Input Svmbol Outout Code Phrase added to Dictionarv
rrLzrr \rL', <256> = \LZn
\\wz rrztt <25'7> = \\ZW"
\r ,, \\!v', <258> = \r!ü "
\LZ \r ,, <259> = n Ltt

\27 n <256> <260> = rrLZ7"
\\8t rr7 ,t <26L> = \r78"
\\ t, \\8rt <262> = "8 "rrLztt <259> <263> = r\ LZ"\s/ rrztt <264> = \\ZS"
rrsrt r\S,, <265> = \rSS,,
\t tI \\ st <266> = \rs "rrLzTrr <263> <267 > = rr LZI "
rr7 tt \r7 t, <268> = \77n

<EOF> rr7 ,t

Table 5

Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the basic block diagrams for the LZW compressor and
decompressor:

Symbols

LZW Compression
Algorithm

Figure 9
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Two variants of the LZ7S algorithm, called LZW andLZWV, were used for testing the
modem dataset. The LZW algorithm used a fixed dictionary size of 10 bits for 1024
codewords, 12 bits lor 4096 codewords, and 14 bits for 16384 codewords. 'When the
dictionary was filled it was discarded and a new dictionary buiit. These were called
LZW-I}, LZW-I2, LZW-I  respectively. The LZWV algorithm used a variable sized
codeword starting at 9 bits and expanding to a larger code size when needed. Three code
sizes of 1 1 bits, 13 bits, and 15 bits were tested. These were called LZWY-II, LZWY-
13, and LZWV-Ií respectively. LZWV starts with a 9 bit code giving a codebook size
of 5I2 codewords. The code size is expanded as needed to a maximum of 11 bits for
2048 codewords (LZWV-11), 13 bits for 8192 codewords (LZWV-I3), and 15 bits for
321 68 codewords (LZWY - 15).

The LZW and LZWV algorithms used for this thesis were unmodified versions of the
LZW algorithms shown in [Nels92].

3.3.2 LZ77 Alqorithm

LZ7T works by maintaining a text window containing the most recently seen text. This
window is divided into two parts. The first part is a large block of previously seen text.
The second part is a small lookahead buffer of text read from the input stream and not
yet encoded. LZll works by trying to match strings in the lookahead buffer with string
in the large block of previously seen text. The output of LZTI consists of a three part
token. The first part contains the match position, the second part contains the match
length and the third part contains the first character that follows the matched string. If a

match is not found then the match position and length are set to zero in the token and the
single character is emitted. The matched character or string is then moved into the large
block of previously seen text and new characters are read in to replace the characters
moved out.

Table 6 shows an example of what might be in the LZ77 text window and lookahead
buffer.
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Previous Text Window
Look Ahead

Buffer
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 LL222222222233

oL23 45 67 89 0 L23 45 67 8 9 0 L23 45 67 89 0L oL234567
for(i=0; i<ULÐ(-1; i++) for(j=i; j <r!rÐ(-1; j++);

Table 6

TheLZTT algorithm will attempt to match the string "j<IIAJ(-1;" with anything in the
previous text window. The only match is the symbol "j" at position 27 in the text
window. Thetokenemittedis(27,1,"{"). Thisindicatesamatchatposition2l of the
text window for a length of 1 symbol. The string "j<" is then shifted from the
lookahead buffer into the previous text window and two new symbols are read into the
lookahead buffer. The table below shows the results of the window and buffer shift.

Next the "I4A:<-1; j" string will be matched with the previous text window. A match
with "I4A)t-1; " will be found at position 9 of the previous text window for a length of
7 symbois. The token emitted is (9, 7, "j"). The window and buffer would then be
shifted 8 symbols. The table below shows the results:

Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the basic block diagrams for the LZ71 compressor and
decompressor:

Previous Text Window
Look Ahead

Buffer
1 1 11 1 1 1 1 LL22222222223 3

oL23 45 67 I 9 0 12 3 4 5 67 89 0L23 45 67 I 9 0 1 0L234567
.fo r(i=0; i<ue:r-l; i++) for(j=i; j< MA)(-l; j ++) i pr

Table 7

Previous Text Window
Look Ahead

Buffer
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 LL22222222223 3

oL234567 89012345 67 890L234s67 8901 0L234s67
,L <l{LAjK-1; i++) for(j=i; j< trIÀK-1; j ++) r prí ntf ("2"d

Table 8
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There are several major problems withLzTl in its original form. The first is that a string
comparison must be made with the look ahead buffer and every position in the text
window. The second is the true use of a sliding window of text is inefficient since it
would require shifting the text in the window everytime a match is made. The third
problem is inefficiency when attempting to encode strings not found in the previous text
window.

3.3.2.1 LZSS

LZSS seeks to improve uponLZTT in three areas. The first improvement is to get rid of
the character following every pointer. LZSS emits two different types of tokens. The
first is a character and the second is a pointer. A single bit is used to distinguish between
the two. This allows LZSS to freely mix characters and pointers. Characters are used for
encoding when a pointer would take up more space. The second improvement is the use
of a fixed buffer instead of an actual sliding window through the text. This eliminates
the need to use expensive memory move operations. The third improvement is to add
phrases moved out of the look ahead buffer into a binary tree to allow fast searches for
matching phrases.

Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the basic block diagrams for the LZSS compressor and
decompressor:
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The LZSS algorithm used for this thesis was an unmodified version of the algorithm
shown in [Nels92]. The LZSS algorithm was tested on the modem dataset using window
sizes of 10 bits, 12 bits, and 14 bits, and match length sizes of 2 bits, 4 bits, and 6 bits.

3.3.2.2 LZH

TheLZH algorithm is described in [Bren87]. The LZH algorithm used in this thesis was
a minor modification of the LZSS algorithm presented in [Nels92]. A 12 bit window
size and a 4 bit match length are used. The 4 bit match length is encoded using a static
Huffman table shown in Table 9.
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Match Leneth Bits Huffman Code
2 0000 0

3 00 01 100
4 0010 101
5 0011 11000
6 0100 11001
7 0101 11010
I 0110 11011
9 0111 111000

10 1000 111001
LL 10 01 111010
L2 1010 111011
13 1011 1111000
L4 1100 1111001
15 1101 1111010
16 1110 1111011
L7 1111 1111100

Table 9

3.3.2.3 LZFGH

The LZFGH algorithm is a combination of the LZH algorithm and the LZFG-AI
algorithm presented in [FiGr89]. The LZFGH algorithm used in this thesis is another
modification of the LZSS algorithm presented in [Nels92]. LZSS uses a single bit to
indicate whether a token is a symbol or pointer. This means that a single 8 bit symbol
takes 9 bits to encode. This becomes wasteful if many symbols need to be encoded. The
LZFG-AI algorithm uses a 4 bit count to indicate the number of symbols to copy. A
count of 0 indicates a pointer.

TheLZFGH algorithm used for testing is a hybrid of the LZH andLZFG-AI algorithm.
It uses three output tokens shown in Table 10. The match pointer is the same one used in
LZSS with the match length Huffman-encoded as in LZH. Strings of symbols are

encoded using the symbol string token. It begins with an 8 bit count which indicates how
many symbols are to follow. Strings shorter than i0 symbols are encoded as single
symbols since the overhead bits are fewer.

Token Prefix Description
Sinele Svmbol 0 8 bit symbol follows
Symbol String 10 8 bit count and followed by string of literals with length

indicate bv count
Match Pointer 11 Izbit window position pointer and Huffman coded 4 bit

match lensth

Table 10
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Figure 15 and Figure 16 show the basic block diagrams for the LZFGH compressor and
decompressor:

Compression Algorithm

Figure 15

Symbols

LZFGH Decompression Algorithm

Figure 16

3.4 Combined Dictionary-Statistical Compression

These compression algorithms combined variants of the Ziv-Lempel compressors with a
statistical compressor. Two combined dictionary-statistical compressors were tested on
the dataset. The first one called LZAH combined a variant of the LZSS aigorithm with
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adaptive Huffman compression. The second called LZW^H combined the LZW
algorithm with adaptive Huffman compression.

3.4.1 LZSS with Adaptive Huffman Codinq (LZAHI

The LZAH algorithm is a modified version of the LZSS coder. The principal change is
that literals are coded using the adaptive Huffman compressor. The first bit used for
identification of literals or match pairs has been removed. In its place, the adaptive
Huffman end-of-stream character is used to denote the end of a character string and the
start of aLZ match pointer. TheLZ match pointer is used only when it can encode the
input symbols in fewer bits than the equivalent average Huffman bit length.

Figure Il and Figure 18 show the basic block diagrams for the LZAH compressor and
decompressor:
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Symbols
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Figure 18
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The LZAH algorithm used for this thesis was a modified versions of the LZSS and
adaptive Huffman algorithm shown in [Nels92].

3.4.2 LZW with Adaptive Huffman Codinq (LZWAH)

One method to improve the performance of the LZW aigorithm for audio signals is to
use a dictionary where the codewords are replaced using a least recently used [Tisc87]
technique rather than throwing away the entire dictionary when it has filled up.
Shamoon and Heegard [ShHe94] improve upon this method by further encoding the
LZW code using adaptive arithmetic coding.

A 10 bit fixed sized codeword LZW algorithm was used in this thesis. For simplicity the
dictionary was discarded when it filled up. The 10 bit codeword from the LZW
algorithm was then encoded using adaptive Huffman compression rather than arithmetic
coding.

Figure 19 and Figure 20 show the basic block diagrams for the LZWAH compressor and
decompressor:
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The LZWAH algorithm used for this thesis was a modified version of the LZW and,
adaptive Huffman algorithm shown in [Nels92].
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Chapter 4 : Compression Algorithms and Dataset
Analysis

4.1 Modem Signal Dataset

The modem and fax dataset was obtained from Jeremy Sewall at TRLabs Edmonton. The
list below shows the various modem signals recorded. The modem signals were recorded
using a NoXT workstation with an ISDN interface. The PCM stream was extracted
directly from the ISDN DSP interface. The files were stored in MATLAB binary format
as 8-bit p-law encoded signals recorded at 80L2 samples per second. The music
recordings were made from FM stereo radio. The speech recordings were of the present
author speaking. The audio and speech samples were recorded with 8 bit PCM at 8kHz
on a Sun SPARCstation.

1. audiol (9428I bytes) - Music 8 bits SkHz FM stereo broadcast
2. audio2 (96129 bytes) - Music 8 bits SkHz FM stereo broadcast
3. audio3 (90249 bytes) - Music 8 bits SkHz FM stereo broadcast
4. audio4 (93657 bytes) - Music 8 bits SkHz FM stereo broadcast
5. speechl (87940 bytes) - Speech 8 bits SkHz
6. speech2 (139i03 bytes) - Speech 8 bits SkHz
l. speech3 (73386 bytes) - Speech 8 bits 8kHz
8. v27ter_2.4_fax (1640448 bytes) - FaxZ.4k
9. v27ter_4.8_fax (1798561 bytes) - Fax 4.8k
10. vIl _12.0_fax (920785 bytes) - Fax 12.0k
I L v Il _14.4_fax (835425 bytes) - F ax 14.4k
12. vll _7.Z_fax (128400i bytes) -Faxl.2k
13. vIl _9.6_fax (1038177 bytes) - Fax 9.6k
14. v22bts_2.4_modeml (201216 bytes) - Modem 2.4k
15. v22bts_2.4_modem2 (201216 bytes) - Modem 2.4k
16. v32bis_0.3_modem (465769 bytes) - Modem 300
I1.v32bis_1.2_modeml (460169 bytes) - Modem 1.2k
18. v32bis_1.2_modemz (440169 bytes) - Modem 1.2k
19. v32bis_12.0_modeml (201216 bytes) - Modem 12.0k
20. v32bis_12.0_modem2 (201216 bytes) - Modem 12.0k
2I.v32bis_12.0_modem3 (480768 bytes) - Modem 12.0k
22. v32bts_14.4_modem (290993 bytes) - Modem 14.4k
23. v32bis_2.4_modeml (480768 bytes) - Modem 2.4k
24. v32bts_2.4_modem2 (480768 bytes) - Modem 2.4k
25.v32bis_4.8_modem (445769 bytes) - Modem 9.6k
26. v32bis_9.6_modeml (201216 bytes) - Modem 9.6k
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2l. v32bis_9.6_modem2 (201216 byres) - Modem 9.6k
28. v32bts_9.6_modem3 (201216 bytes) - Modem 9.6k
29. v32bis_9.6_modem4 (450169 bytes) - Modem 9.6k
30. v32bis_9.6_modem5 (440169 bytes) - Modem 9.6k
3I.v34_16.8_modem (121920 bytes) - Modem 16.8k
32. v34_19.2_modem (721920 bytes) - Modem lg.Zk
33. v34_21.6_modem (721920 bytes) - Modem Zt.6k
34. v34_24.0_26.4_modem (721920 bytes) - Modem Z4.OktZ6.4k
35. v34_24.0_modem (121920 byres) - Modem 24.0k
36.v34_26.4_modem (l2I92O bytes) - Modem 26.4k
37. v34_28.8_modem (721920 byres) - Modem 28.8k

Figure 2i shows the p-law curve used in PCM. Table 11 shows the amplitude ievels of
the normalized input and output analog signals that correspond to the various unsigned
codes shown in the p-law curve.
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Figure 21

Unsigned
Code

Input Output

r21 1.0 1.0

L12 0.5 0.875
96 0.25 0.752
80 0.r25 0.630
64 0.0625 0.510
48 0.0313 0.396
32 0.0156 0.290
I6 0.0078 0.198
0 0 0

Table 11

4.2 Statistical Compress¡on Results

The statistical coders do a much better job at compressing the data than the dictionary
coders do. They are able to take advantage of the short term first-order signal statistics.
The dictionary coders try to take advantage of string repetitions over the short term.
There appears to be little if any repetition over the short term which accounts for the poor
performance of the dictionary coders.

Figure 22 shows the complete 8 bit symbol frequency counr for the digitized v.34 28.8k
modem signal. The 28.8k modem sample was 721920 bytes long which is equivalent to
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approximately 90 seconds. The graphs shows a surprising amount of regularity. The
different frequency count levels can be traced back to the quantization levels of the p-law
curve.
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Figure 23 and Figure 24 show the symbol frequency counts for two 5000 digitized
sample plots adjacent in time.
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5000 Sample v.34 28.8k Symbot Count - Time 2
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Aithough the complete plot shows a high degree of regularity, the degree of regularity in
the two 5000 sample sets are not as high. Notice that the statistics of the symbols change
signficantly between the two figures. The changes in statistics would imply that for a
statistical compression algorithm to achieve significant compression, it would have to
adapt fairly rapidly to the changes in the input symbol statistics.

4.2.1 Adaptive Huffman

Figure 25 shows the results for adaptive Huffman compression with rescaling of the
Huffman tree after the maximum weight reaches 32168. Adaptive Huffman compression
was capable of encoding the 8 bit p-law input symbols with approximately 6.5 to 7.6 bits
per input symbol.
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Figure 25

Figure 26 shows the results obtained by the adaptive Huffman algorithm with rescaling
of the Huffman tree at:

. 0x1000 (4096) maximum weight

. 0x2000 (8192) maximum weight

. 0x4000 (16384) maximum weight

It shows that the adaptive Huffman algorithm achieves slightly better compression with
most samples in the dataset when the tree is rescaled more frequently. As mentioned
previously, this would indicate that the order-0 statistics of the various signals in the

dataset change fairly rapidly, usually within 5000 samples. The disadvantage of
rescaling the tree more frequently is the computational costs involved.
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4.2.2 Adaptive Arithmetic

Figure 27 shows the results for adaptive arithmetic compression. It was capable of
encoding the 8 bit p-law input symbols with approximately 6.25 to '7.5 bits per input
symbol. The adaptive arithmetic algorithm was able to achieve slightly better
compression than the adaptive Huffman algorithm but this was generally only a savings
of a few bytes.
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Figure 28 shows the compression ratios for the adaptive arithmetic coder. The graph lists
the results for the adaptive arithmetic algorithm with rescaling of the symbol table at:

. 0x1000 (4096) maximum weight

. 0x2000 (8192) maximum weight

. 0x4000 (16384) maximum weight

The adaptive arithmetic algorithm exhibits properties similar to the adaptive Huffman
algorithm in that it achieves better compression with most samples in the dataset when
the symbol table is rescaled more frequently. As with the Huffman algorithm, rescaling
the symbol table counts more frequently adds to the computational costs.
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Figure 29 shows a comparison of Huffman compression versus arithmetic compression

wiih codebook rescaling every 4096 (0x1000) input symbols. Arithmetic coding is

typically capable of encoding the data samples with 0.1 to 0.0i fewer bits per input

symbol. This is not a sufficient gain compared to the increased amount of computation

required for arithmetic coding.
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4.3 Dictionary Compressl=on Results

4.3.1 LZW

Figure 30 shows the results for the fixed codebook LZW algorithm. In the majority ofthe data samples, theLzw algorithm required up to 10.75 bits to encode the g bit p-lawinput symbols. The LZW algorithm compressed data sampr es 2, 14,16, and 26 but
ïlålotu 

the rest' using a sÃaller ãi"tion*y i-prou", ihe compression ratio in mosr
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Figure 31 shows the results for the variable codeword LZwv algorithm. In some casesthe LZWY algorithm. was abre to compress 
ll_e -dåta 

samples (r, 2, 3, 4, g, g, rr, 14, 16,and 26)' This time the larger codeboåk (Lzwv-rs) h;ã 
" 

bemer performance than rhesmaller codebooks (Lzwv-r3 and LZWV-11). The LZWy algorithm also performed

li:H}]lrthe 
LZW algorithm but still managed to expand more of the data sampres then
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TheLZW and LZWV algorithms failed to compress most of the data samples. The main
problem is that the dictionaries are simply thrown away when they are filled. Any
previous modeling data contained in those dictionaries are lost and a new model has to be
built. One method to solve this problem would be to discard the least recently used and
least frequently used phrases when the dictionary fills [Tisc87]. This method is expected
to work better than simply throwing the dictionary away when it is full. The
disadvantage of this method is the increase in computation requirements for maintaining
the dictionary. The statistical compression algorithms showed that not all 256 (8 biÐ
input symbols were used. Another possible improvement to the LZW algorithm would
be not to preload the dictionary with all256 input symbols.

The next three graphs show various statistics of the 12 bit fixed codeword LZW
algorithm. With 12 bit codewords the dictionary is capable of holding 4096 codes,
composed as follows:

256 codes for the 8 bit input symbols
1 code for the end-of-stream symbol
3839 usable match codes
4096 codes total

Figure 32 shows the average number of input symbols read before the dictionary
cleared. The plot shows that the algorithm fills up the dictionary very quickly since
cleared after at most 6000 input symbols, and on average after 5000 input symbols.
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Figure 32

Figure 33 shows the average normalized entropy of each dictionary used by LZW for the

entire dataset. It shows that some codewords entered into the dictionary are not utilized.
This is one reason why LZW requires more than 8 bits on average to encode the input
symbols.
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Figure 34 shows the average number of codes emitted per input symbol. Since the LZW
algorithm uses 12 bit codewords to represent 8 bit input symbols, it must represent at
least 1.5 input symbols per codeword to achieve data compression. The graph shows that
this only occurs with data sample 2 (audio2 signal).

Figure 35 shows the results for the LZSS algorithm using 4 bits for the match length and
varying the index bits from 10 bits to 14 bits. In general the LZSS algorithm faled bemer
in encoding the 8 bit p-law input symbols than LZW but it nevertheless required 8 to 9
bits to encode the input symbols in some cases. Having a larger windows size does not
appear to have a significant impact on the bits required to encode the input symbols.
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Figure 36 shows the results for the LZSS algorithm using 12 bits for the index and
varying the match length from 2 bits to 4 bits. Higher compression was achieved using 2
bits for the match length. This would indicate that when a match is found that match
length is usually a small number rather than a larger one.
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The next set of graphs will examine the compression performance of the LZSS algorithm
using a 12 bit window and 4 bit match length. Using these parameters, the break-even
value for match pointers is 2 input symbols. Therefore a4bt: match length can be used
to encode matches of 2 to 17 symbols. This means that two input symbols can be
encoded in fewer bits than two literals. The table lists the number of bits required to
encode various numbers of input symbols.

Number of Input Symbols 1 2 J n
Number of bits to encode Input Svmbols 8 16 24 8n

Number of bit to encode as LZSS Svmbol 9 18 2l 9n
Number of bits to encode as LZSS Match Pointer 1,1 t7 t7 t7

Table 12

Table 12 shows that for LZSS to achieve compression, it must encode as many input
symbols as possible using match pointers of length 3 or more. V/ith a break-even value
of 2 input symbols, a 4 bit match length can be used to encode match lengths ranging
from2 to 17 input symbols in the text window.

Figure 37 shows a comparison of the percentage of input symbols encoded as LZSS
match pointers versus symbols. In general, those samples in the dataset, that the LZSS
algorithm was capable of encoding using more match pointers, achieved better
compression.
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Figure 38 shows the percentage of match pointers
Iengths greater than 2. A match length of 2

with a match length of 2 versus match
input symbols is the most common.
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However it still requires more bits to encode a match of length 2 (I1 bits) than is

required to encode 2 input symbols (16 bits). One method to improve this would be to
use static Huffman encoding for the match length bits. This is done with the LZH
algorithm discussed in the next section.

Figure 38

Figure 39 shows the normalized entropy for the pointer position. The lowest entropy is

still over 0.9. This indicates that the pointer position is evenly distributed throughout the
sliding window.
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This section shows the results for LZSS using static Huffman encoding for the match
length bits. This algorithm is called LZH and is discussed in the paper [Bren87]. The
Huffman coding of the match length allows short matches to be encoded using fewer
bits.

Number of Input Symbols I 2 J 5 n

Number of bits to encode Input Svmbols 8 L6 24 40 8n
Number of bit to encode asLZH Svmbol 9 18 2l 45 9n

Number of bits to encode asLZ}l Match Pointer I4 t6 18 20

Table 13

Figure 40 shows the results of the LZH
Huffman codes to represent a 4 bit match
the data samples in fewer than 8 bits.
algorithm.

algorithm using a 12 bit sliding window and
length. LZH was capable of encoding most of

This is significantly better than the LZSS
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4.3.4 LZFGH

Figure 41 shows the results for LZFGH compression using 12 bits for the match position
pointer and a 4 bit Huffman coded match length. LZFGH was capable of encoding most
of the data samples with fewer than 8 bits per input symbol.

LZFGH-1? Com pression Results
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Figure 42 shows a comparison of the percentage of input symbols encoded as literals
versus match pointers. The LZFGH algorithm encodes fewer input symbols as match
pointers compared to LZSS. This is mainly due to the fact that LZFGH is capable of
encoding strings of symbols very close to 8 bits per symbol (compared to 9 bits used per
literal by LZSS) if it encodes longer strings of literals. This result is that fewer input
symbols are encoded as match pointers.

Table 14 shows the number of bits required to encode input symbois, LZFG literals and
LZFG match pointers using a window size of 12 bits and a match length of 4 bits. The
break-even value was determined by trial and error. It was discovered that a break-even
value of 3 input symbols allowed LZFG to encode longer strings of literals close to the 8
bits per input symbol. With a break-even value of 3 input symbols, any input symbols
encoded using match pointers requires fewer bits than encoding them as 8 bit values.

Number of Input Svmbols I 2 J 10 n
Number of bits to encode Inout Svmbols 8 16 24 80 8n

Number of bit to encode asLZFG Literal 9 t8 21 90 10+8n
Number of bits to encode as LZFG Match

Pointer
15 20 I]

Table 14
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Figure 43 shows the average number of bits required to
entire dataset. The worst case is over 8.3 bits to encode
is much less than the 9 bits required by LZSS.

encode all LZFG literals for the
literals for data sample 16. This

Figure 43

LZFGH-12 Average Bits per Literal
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4.4 Dictionary-Statistical Compression Results

Figure 44 shows the compression ratios
bits and a match length of 4 bits. The
input symbols from about 6 bits to 7.5
over adaptive Huffman algorithm.

achieved for LZÃ}J using a
LZAH algorithm was able
bits per symbol. This is a

window size of 12

to encode the 8 bit
slight improvement
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Figure 45 shows the percentage of input symbols that are encoded as match pointers
versus Huffman encoding. The LZAH algorithm spends most of its time encoding
symbols using adaptive Huffman rather than using the match pointer. The LZAH
algorithm is capabie of encoding the actual input symbols in fewer bits using adaptive
Huffman than using match pointers. The break-even value is 3 input symbols.
Therefore, theLZÃH algorithm will only encode the input symbols using match pointers
if it can find matches of length 3 or longer. As was shown with the LZSS statistics over
70Vo of the matches found were of length 2. Since there are fewer matches of length 3 or
more, the LZÃH algorithm would use fewer match pointers. In general, the more input
symbols that can be coded, using match pointers with long match lengths, the better the
compression ratio.
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4.4.2 LZWAH

Figure 46 shows the results of the LZWAH algorithm compared to adaptive arithmetic
compression. The LZW component used 10 bit codewords. The adaptive Huffman
component encoded these as 10 bit codewords. The LZWAH improves the compression
ratio slightly. Two factors hinder the performance of theLZWAH algorithm. The first
is that the dictionary is simply discarded when it is filled. A least-recently used or least-
frequently used algorithm for pruning the dictionary could be used to improve the
encoding efficiency of the LZW agorithm. However, this would also come at a

significant computational cost. The second factor is the large number of symbols that
must be encoded by the adaptive Huffman compressor. While this does not impact the
compression efficiency, it also has a very high computational load for maintaining the
Huffman tree.
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4.5 Summary of Data Gompress¡on Results

Figure 47 shows the average number of bits needed to encode the entire dataset of
digitally-sampled modem and audio signals for all the compression algorithms
investigated. The best results show that the 8 bit p-law input symbols can be encoded
using about 7 bits with any of the statistical or dictionary-statistical compression
algorithms.
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Figure 48 shows the compression results sorted by modem speed. It seems logical to
conclude that lower speed modem signals would have more redundancy and would
achieve better compression results. However this is not the case. Any redundancy is lost
in the conversion of a digital bit stream into an analog signal by a modem and then
digitally sampling this analog signal at the teiephone network.
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Chapter 5 : Performance Analysis

5.1 Algorithm Comparison

Chapter 3 showed that the following four compression algorithms were able to
consistently compress the modem dataset:

. Adaptive arithmetic compression

. Adaptive Huffman compression

. LZÃH

. LZWAH

These four compression algorithms were applied to the modem dataset three times and
the computational performance statistics were gathered by the GNU profiler. The
chapter will analyze the performance of these four algorithms using the profiler statistics.

The four compression algorithms were run using the following:

. 85MHz Sun SPARCStation 5

. 64MB RAM

. GNU C Compiler GCC v2.7.0 (-O3 Optimizarion)

. GNU Profiler gprof version 5.6 (Cygnus)

The foilowing parameters were used for each compression algorithm:

Adaptive Arithmetic:
. Rescale Arithmetic Symbol Table at count 16383

Adaptive Huffman:
. Rescale Huffman Tree at maximum weight of 32768

LZAH:
. Rescale Huffman Tree at maximum weight of 32i68
. 12 bit Window Size (4096 bytes)
. 4 bit Look Ahead Buffer (16 bytes)

LZWAH:
. 10 bit Code Size (1024 codes in dictionar.y)
. Flush Dictionary when full
. Adaptive Huffman encoding of LZW code words
. Rescale Huffman Tree at maximum weight of 32768
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Three runs of each compression algorithm was made on the entire dataset on an unloaded
Sun Sparc 5. Table 15 shown below lists the average time and average throughput for the
various algorithms.

Alsorithm:
Ave. Time

(secondsl
Ave. Throughpul

(bvtes/s'

Adaptive Arithmetic Comoress 301.51 63.30C
Adaotive Arithmetic Exoanc 479.59 34.70C

Adaotive Huffman Comoress 120.88 157,90C
Adaptive Huffman Expanc 137.47 122,20C

LZAH Compress 449.78 42.40C
LZAH Exoanc 129.8C 125.30C

LZWAH Comoress 218.27 76.20C
LZWAH Exoand 223.12 74.50C

Table 1,5

The results show that in terms of speed the adaptive Huffman algorithm had the best
performance while the adaptive arithmetic algorithm had the worst. Adaptive arithmetic
compression was roughly 2.5 ttme slower than its Huffman counterpart while expansion
was about 4 times slower than Huffman. LZAH matched adaptive Huffman for
expansion performance but was about 4 times slower in compression.

The following sections present a more detailed breakdown of the performance of the four
algorithms.

The primary data structure used for storage in adaptive Huffman compression is a binary
tree.

struct tree
t

int Leaf | 258 7 ¡
int next_free_nodei
struct nod.e
t

unsigned int weight;
int parent;
ínt chil-d_ís_l-eaf;
int child;

] nodes t 515 7;
] Tree;

This data structure requires 4638 bytes using 16 bit integers.
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Table 16 shows abreakdown of the average amount of time spent in each procedure for
adaptive Huffman compression. UpdateModel, OutputBits, and Encodesymbol account
for over 80Vo of the processing time.

Function: Descrintion: Ave. Time Ãve. Vo

UodateModel Update Huffman tree 48.44 40.o8"/"
OutoutBits Write a qroup of bits to disl,, 32.O4 26.51%

EncodeSvmbol Huffman encode current svmbo 21.28 17.600/,
swap_nodes Swap two nodes in Huffman tree 12.'t2 10.03"1

ComoressFile Main Looc 5.38 4.45"/,
RebuildTree Rescale node weiqhts and rebuild tree 1.51 1.25%

add new node Add a new node to Huffman tree 0.11 0.09%
lnitializeTree lnitialize Huffman tree 0.00 0.00%

TotalTime 120.88 100.00%

Table 16

Table 17 shows a breakdown of the average amount of time spent in each procedure for
adaptive Huffman expansion. UpdateModel, InputBit, and Decodesymbol account for
over 807o of the processing time.

Function: Description: Ave. Time Ãve. Vo

UpdateMode Update Huffman tree 49.80 36.23"/,
lnoutBi Read a sinqle bit from disk 36.68 26.68o/,

DecodeSvmbo Decode Huffman code 27.08 19.70"/,
swap nodes Swap two nodes in Huffman tree 12.43 LO4%

ExoandFile Main Loop 8.28 6.O2%
lnoutBits Read a qroup of bits from disk 1.63 1.19%

RebuildTree Rescale node weiqhts and rebuild tree 1.41 1.030/.
add_new_node Add a new node to Huffman tree 0.15 o.11%

lnitializeTree lnitialize Huffman tree 0.0c o.oo%
Total Time 137.47 100.0001

Table 17

5.1 .2 Adaptive Arithmetic Compression

The primary storage used by the adaptive arithmetic algorithm for both compression and
expansion is an array of 258 integers. The algorithm works with 16-bit integers.

short int, totals t 259 J ¡

The first 256 elements of the array are used to store the count ranges for the 8 bit codes
for the input symbols. The 25J'n element is used to store the count range for the END-
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OF-STREAM symbol and the 258'n element is used to store the total count. With 16 bit
integers, this data structure requires 516 bytes of memory.

Table 18 shows a breakdown of the average amount of time spent in each procedure for
adaptive arithmetic compression. AArithUpdateModel and AArithEncodeSymbol
amount to 85Vo of the processing time used by adaptive arithmetic compression.

Table 18

Table 19 shows a breakdown of the average amount of time spent in each procedure for
adaptive arithmetic expansion. AAirthUpdateModel, AArithConvertSymbolTolnt and
AArithRemoveSymbolFromStream account for nearly 90Vo of the processing time.

Table 19

Function: Description: Ave. Time Ãve. Va

AArithUodateModel Uodate svmbol table 199.68 66.23%
AArithEncodeSymbol Shift as many bits as possible to

outout
57.95 19.220/,

OutoutBit Write a sinole bit to disk 31.21 10.350¿

CompressFile Main Loop 6.65 2.20%
AArith Conve rtl ntToSymbol Find low count, high count, and scale

of svmbol
4.46 1.48%

OutputBits Write a qrouþ of bits to disk 1.55 0.52"/c
AArithlnitModel lnitialize arithmetic svmbol table 0.00 0.000¿

AArithFlushEncoder Shift out underflow bits and terminate
arithmetic codinq

0.00 0.00%

AArithlnitEncoder Set low count, high count, and
underflow bits

0.00 0.007..

TotalTime 301.51 100.00%

Function: Descrintion: Ave. Time Ãve. Vo

AArithUpdateModel Uodate svmbol table 200.99 41.910/,

AArithConvertSymbolTol nt Find low and high count for current
svmbol

166.53 34.72%

AArithRemoveSymbol
FromStream

Convert arithmetic code to symbol,
remove as many bits as possible

from input buffer and read in new bits

58.72 12.24"/"

lnputBit Read a bit from disk 32.55 6.79"/,
ExoandFile Main Loon 12.57 2.62%

AArith G etC u rre ntCou nt Find count for current svmbol 5.4C 1.13Y,
AArithGetSvmbolScale Find scale 2.57 o.54"/,

AArithlnitDecoder Read first 16 bits to fill input buffer
and set low, hiqh count

o.26 0.0501

AArithlnitModel lnitialize arithmetic svmbol table 0.0c 0.00%
TotalTime 479.59 100.00%
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5.1.3 LZAH Compression

The LZAH algorithm requires the use of the data structures from the LZSS and adaptive
Huffman algorithms. The binary tree used for the adaptive Huffman algorithm was
shown in the previous section. Using 16 bit integers the binary tree required 4638 bytes.
The LZAH algorithm also requires the text window from the LZSS algorithm and a
binary tree for searching the window.

struct
t

ínt parent;
int smal-1er_chiLd;
int larger_child;

) tree t 4097 I ¡

unsigned char wind.owt 4096 I;

With 16 bit integers and 8 bit characters the binary tree data structure requires 24582
bytes of storage and the window requires 4096 bytes of storage. The binary tree and
window data structures are used by LZAH compression but only the window data
structure is required for LZAH expansion. The binary tree for adaptive Huffman
compression requires 4638 bytes. ThereforeLZ\H compression requires 33316 bytes of
storage while LZAH expansion requires 8734 bytes of storage.

Table 20 shows a breakdown of the average amount of time spent in each procedure for
LZAH compression. AddString and AHuffUpdateModel account for over 8O7o of the
processing time.

Function: Description: Ave. Time Lve. Vo

AddString Add new nodes to LZ window binary
search tree

262.26 58.31%

AHuffUpdateModel Update Huffman tree 56.94 12.66"/.
OutputBits Write a qroup of bits to disk 33.94 7.55"/,

DeleteString Delete nodes fromLZ window binary
search tree

27.91 6.21"/,

AHuff EncodeSvmbol Huffman encode current svmbo 25.99 5.78%
CompressFile Main Looc 16.41 3.65%

HuffmanSwapNodes Swap two nodes in Huffman tree 't2.13 2.70%
LZAHReplaceNode Called bv DeleteStrinc 12.35 2.75"/"

RebuildHuffmanTree Rescale node weiqhts and rebuild tree 1.40 0.31%
GetArquements Parse command line arouments 0.19 0.o40/"

LZAHFindNextNode Called bV DeleteStrino o.14 0.03%
HuffmanAddNewNode Add a new node to Huffman tree 0.10 0.02"/,

lnitHuffmanTree lnitialize Huffman tree 0.00 0.00"/,
Total Time 130.58 100.00.1

Table 20
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Table 21 shows a breakdown of the average amount of time spent in each procedure for
LZAH expansion. AHuffUpdateModel, InputBit, and AHuffDecodeSymbol account for
over J 57o of the processing time.

Function: Description: Ave. Time Ãve. Vo

AHuffUodateModel Update Huffman tree 44.41 34.21%
lnoutBil Read a sinqle bit from disk 31.86 24.54o/"

AHuff DecodeSvmbol Decode Huffman code 24.03 18.52%
ExoandFile Main Loor 12.87 9.92%

HuffmanSwapNodes Swao two nodes in Huffman tree 11.39 8.78"/"
lnputBits Read a qroup of bits from disk 3.59 2.76%

RebuildHuffmanTree Rescale node weiohts and rebuild tree 1.31 1.01%
lnitHuffmanTree lnitialize Huffman tree 0.24 o.18%

HuffmanAddNewNode Add a new node to Huffman tree 0.1c 0.08%
GetArquments Parse command line arquments 0.0c 0.00%

TotalTime 129.8C 100.00%

Table 21

5.1.4 LZWAH Compression

The LZWAH algorithm requires the use of the data structures from the LZW and

adaptive arithmetic algorithms. The array used for the adaptive arithmetic algorithm was

shown in the previous section. Using 16 bit integers the array required 516 bytes. The
LZWAIJ compression algorithm also requires the hash table used by theLZW algorithm
and the LZW AH decompression algorithm requires the LZW decoding stack.

struct
t

int code_value;
int parent_cod,e;
char characteri

) dictionaryt 1201 l¡

char decode_stackl L2OL 7¡

With 16 bit integers and I bit characters, the dictionary data structures would require
6005 bytes of storage and the decode stack would require 1201 bytes. The dictionary
structure is used by both the compression and decompression algorithms while the
decode stack is only used by the expansion algorithm.

An enlarged Huffman tree
LZWAH.. The data structure

struct free
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{
int l-eaf I LO26 l;
int next_free_nod.e;
strucÈ node
t

unsígned inË weíght;
int parent;
int chil-d_is_l-eaf;
int child;

) nodes t 2OSL I ¡
Ì Tree;

The Huffman tree requires 18462 bytes using 16 bit integers. In total the LZWAH
compression algorithm requires 24 461 bytes and the decompression algorithm requires
25 668 bytes.

Table 22 shows a breakdown of the average amount of time spent in each procedure for
LZW^H compression. AHuffUpdateModel and AHuffEncodeSymbol account for over
557o of the processing time.

Table 23 shows a breakdown of the average amount of time spent in each procedure for
LZWAH expansion. AHuffUpdateModel and AHuffDecodeSymbol account for over
557o of the processing time.

Function: Descrintion: Ave. Time Lve. Vo

AHuffUpdateModel Update Huffman tree 95.43 43.72%
OutputBit Write a sinqle bit to disk 31.44 14.41"/"

AHuffEncodeSvmbol Huffman encode current svmbo 28.9€ 13.27%
HuffmanSwaoNodes Swap two nodes in Huffman tree 21.89, 10.03%
RebuildHuffmanTree Rescale node weiqhts and rebuild tree 14.2C 6.53%

find_child node Search LZW dictionarv usino hash table 13.87 6.s6%
CompressFile Main Loop 12.17 5.58"/,

HuffmanAddNewNode Add a new node to Huffman tree 0.23 0.10"/,
lnitHuffmanTree lnitialize Huffman tree 0.0c 0.0001

Total Time 218.27 100.00%

Table22
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Function: Descrintion: Ave. Time Ãve.7o
AHuffUodateModel Uodate Huffman tree 97.68 43.73"/"

AHuffDecodeSvmbol Decode Huffman code 35.38 15.84%
lnputBit Read a bit from disk 31.17 13.95%

HuffmanSwaoNodes Swao two nodes in Huffman tree 20.64 9.24"/"
ExpandFile Main Loon 18.86 8A4%

RebuildHuffmanTree Rescale node weiohts and rebuild tree 14.03 6.28%
decode strinq Convert LZW code to svmbol strinc 3.31 1.48%

lnputBits Read a orouÞ of bits from disk 1.8C 0.81%
lnitHuffmanTree lnitialize Huffman tree o.26 O.12"/"

HuffmanAddNewNode Add a new node to Huffman tree o.22 o.10%
TotalTime 223.36 100.00%

Table 23

5.2 Algorithm lmplementation

The compression algorithms must be implemented in a real-time environment suitable
for integration into the public telephone network. The primary performance goal would
be the ability to encode and decode a 64kbit/s digital bit stream in real time. This
translates into about 8000 bytes/s throughput. Table 24 summarizes the performance of
the four compression algorithms.

Table24

The results obtained from the GNU profiler indicate that adaptive Huffman gives the best
performance in terms of speed by at least a factor of two compared to adaptive
arithmetic, LZ^H, andLZWAH compression. The disadvantage of adaptive Huffman
compression is a lower compression ratio than the other three compression algorithms.
However this ratio is usually only 5Vo to I)Vo lower than the compression ratio of the
other algorithms.

Alsorithm:

Average
Bits per
Symbol

Averagr
Time

(secondsì

Average
Throughput

ftvtes/s)

SPARC
binary
ftvtesì

Data
Structures

ftvtesl
Adaptive Arithmetic Compress 7.03 301.51 63.300 11 694 516

Adaotive Arithmetic Exoand 479.59 34,700 11 115 516
Adaotive Huffman Comoress 7.11 120.8t 157,900 15 643 4638

Adaotive Huffman Exoand 137.47 122,200 14 991 4638
LZAH Compress 6.88 449.78 42,400 19 237 33 316

LZAH Expand 129.8C 125.300 18 578 B 734

LZWAH Compress 7.O5 218.27 76.200 17 99C 24 467

LZWAH Exoand 223.12 74,500 17 34ê 25 668
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LZAH gives the best performance in terms of compression. The disadvantage is the
asymmetry between the compressor and decompressor. The compressor requires about
three times the computational power of the decompressor.

Adaptive Huffman compression has a throughput of about 150,000 bytes/s and expansion
has a throughput of 120,000 bytes/s on an 85MHz 32 bit SPARC 5 processor. The
expansion rate of 120,000 bytes/s is about 15 times faster than the 8000 bytes/s required
for any systems to be implemented in the public telephone network. The foilówing
estimates can be made assuming a 16 bit RISC processor core similar to the SPARC
processor can be obtained:

a

a

Assume a 85MHz 32bit RISC processor has a th¡oughput of 120,000 byres/s.
An equivalent 85MHz 16 bit RISC processor shouid have half the
performance at about 60,000 bytes/s.
An equivalent 11.3MHz 16 btt RISC processor should have a performance of
about 8,000 bytes/s.

Therefore a I2MHz 16 bit RISC processor should be sufficient ro run GCC compiled
code for either adaptive Huffman compression or expansion. Other options available to
reduce cost include:

optimization the adaptive Huffman algorithm using assembly language to
allow the use of a slower 16 bit RISC processor.
Since the adaptive Huffman algorithm spends about 40Vo of its time in the
procedure UpdateModel, this procedure could be moved into a hardware co-
processor. This would allow a slower 16 bit RISC processor to be used.
lmplementation the entire adaptive Huffman algorithm in custom VLSI
hardware.

Table 24 also shows the memory requirements for the SPARC binaries and data
structures used by the various compression algorithms. The adaptive Huffman algorithm
requires about 20 kbytes of memory for the instructions and data based on the SPARC
processor. Using a 16 bit RISC processor would require less memory for the instructions
since they are 16 bits wide rather than 32 bits.

From this information, a minimum implementation of the adaptive Huffman compression
and expansion algorithms would require a 16 bit RISC processor running at l2MHz wtth
2Okbytes of RAM. Since the adaptive Huffman algorithm spends approximately 40Vo of
its time in the UpdateModel procedure, moving this procedure into a hardware co-
processor could reduce the workload of the processor by 40Vo. This would allow the use
of a slower clock speed such as 8MHz. Coding the Huffman algorithm using assembly
lanuage would reduce the memory requirements and improve performance ãs well. It
should be possible to fit the code and data inro r6kbytes of memory.

For any implementation in the public telephone network, adaptive Huffman compression
would prove to be the best solution in terms of simplicity, speed, and cost. A larger issue
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not discussed in this thesis is how to integrate a variable bit-rate compression system into
a fixed bit-rate network such as the public telephone system. This may prove to be more
complicated than implementing the adaptive Huffman compressor.
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Chapter 6 : Conclusions

The vector quantization systems developed by [Ande85], [Rich88], and [Tran87] are
examples of what fixed bit-rate voiceband data signal compression systems might look
like. Although these systems were designed to handle modems up to 4800 bits/s they
could be adapted to handle high-speed modems such as v.34 28.8 kbits/s. These
compression systems would be able to handle most types of modem signals without
specific knowledge about the exact type of modulation scheme. They may introduce a
small amount of distortion into the modem signals but this is not likely to have a
significant impact on performance. The compression ratio is inferior to demodulating the
modem signals, and the compression system is likely to be complex.

The advantage of lossless compressors is that they reproduce the input signal exactly.
This is important for high speed modem signals which are susceptible to the slightest
distortions. The main disadvantages are that lossless compressors have poor compression
ratios and variable bit-rate outputs. This makes them unsuitable for the circuit-switched
telephone network, which uses primarily fixed bit-rate channels.

The ultimate goal of any voiceband data signal compression system would be to
demodulate the data signal and transmit the information digitally. There are commercial
products capable of doing this. The disadvantage of these systems is that they are limited
to demodulating the modem signal types supported by the manufacturer. In the case of
the Invsilink system produced by DSP Software Engineering, it only supports v.Z2bis,
v.32bis, and G3 fax modems at present.

One factor not considered above in the use of lossy or lossless voiceband data signal
compression schemes is the cost of research, development and implementation. Most of
these compression systems are complex, requiring considerable development resour.ces.
The benefits of these systems may therefore be outweighed by their iost. There are
however a few specialized areas where such systems would be beneficial, such as when
bandwidth is at a premium. In general, the widespread use of any voiceband data signal
compression systems within the public switched telephone network is unwarranted.
Lossy compression systems would be better applied at the source rather than at the
transmission level and variable bit-rate output lossless compression systems would be
difficult to integrate into a fixed bit-rate telephone network.

Although not discussed in this thesis, another more pressing problem is appearing in the
telephone network. With the recent interest in the Internet and telecom-uiing, there has
been a substantial increase in the use of modems and facsimile machines. Thé telephone
network was originally designed to handle voice calls. The assumption was that average
calls would of a short duration, on the order of minutes. The actual number of
connections at any given time would be a small percentage of the total number of
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telephone sets installed. Therefore a switch with a small number of connections could be
used to route a large number of telephone sets. The problem introduced with modems
and fax machines is that they have completely different access patterns compared to
humans making voice calls. A typical modem user could connect to a Internet service
provider or corporate server for many hours at a time. Busy fax machines could be
receiving and making calls every minute. This type of usage places a load on the public
telephone network switches that they were not designed for. At best, this would cause
congestion on the network and new calls would not be connected. At worst, the ioad
could actually cause telephone network switches to crash. Such performance is
unacceptable.

6.1 Recommendations

Further lesearch into the area of voiceband data compression, while of academic interest,
will exhibit minimal practical benefit. The optimal solution to the wasted bandwidth
problem is to upgrade the telephone network to digital end-to-end, by employing the
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) or other standards available in the future. If
bandwidth is at a premium then a commercial demodulation-remodulation system such as

Invislink produced by DSP Software Engineering could be considered. The use of
lossless compressors for voiceband data signals is technically feasible but not
economically justifiable. The time and resources required to develop and deploy such a
system would be better spent upgrading the telephone network to ISDN.

6.2 Alternat¡ve Research Directions

Portions of this research may be of more benefit when applied in reverse to increase
modem data rates. For example, J. Foster and S. Harris present a novel method of high
speed modem design using vector quantization [FoHa91].

In terms of lossless compression, it might be interesting to examine higher order
modeling such as an order-1 or order-2 model for the statistical compressors. The LZSS
compressor encoded as much as 50Vo of the input symbols as two symbol match pairs.
This would suggest that a higher order statistical compressor would be able to achieve
substantially more efficient coding of the input symbols.
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